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* PROJECT TITLE:
* ABSTRACT (200 word limit):

1350 characters remaining
* GOALS AND OBJECTIVES (200 word limit): Describe
the speciﬁc goals and objectives for this
project/program and how it connects to VCCS Student
Success Goals, such as Complete 2021, Chancellor's
biennium goals and/or Outcomes-based funding
metrics.:

1350 characters remaining
* STRATEGY AND IMPLEMENTATION (500 word limit):
Detailed description of the strategy and
implementation for project/program include speciﬁc
action steps. Include connection to VCCS Student
Success Goals, such as Complete 2021, Chancellor’s
biennium goals and/or Outcomes-based funding
metrics. :

3000 characters remaining
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potential challenges and/or sustainable issues. :
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involved, success metrics used to assess impact, and
data on outcomes and e ectiveness for improving
equity, access, and/or opportunity for our students.:
3000 characters remaining
* IMPACT ON EQUITY, ACCESS AND OPPORTUNITY (200
word limit): Discuss quantitative and qualitative
impact of project/program on equity, access, and/or
opportunity for students that include connection to
VCCS Student Success Goals, such as Complete 2021,
Chancellor’s biennium goals and/or Outcomes-based
funding metrics. :

1350 characters remaining

* ABILITY TO REPLICATE (200 word limit): Description
of how this program could be replicated at other
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VCCS Student Success Goals, such as Complete 2021,
Chancellor’s biennium goals and/or Outcomes-based
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